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Zoning Committee of the Planning Commission (ZOCO) Meeting Summary, March 29, 2017.  PC 

members in attendance:  Elizabeth Gearin (Chair), Nancy Iacomini; Jim Lantelme, James Schroll, Jane Siegel.  Staff: 

Deborah Albert 

 
Staff gave an overview of the proposed amendment that would revise the formula for calculating 
aggregate sign area in C-districts; and increase the size of blade signs.  The following summarizes 
the ZOCO discussion. 
 
General comments on proposed amendment  

 Would be helpful to understand how our neighbors in other jurisdictions allocate sign 
area, especially for second story of retail. 

 Make sure retail equivalents are captured in the allowance for additional sign area 
 Consider adding “each of” at the end of line 54 (or “any”).  

 
Definition/description of park/plaza 

 Did staff consider a size threshold? 
 Parks could be zoned S-3A, but plazas may alternatively have a public access easement 

without being rezoned  
 Public parks and plazas should not be lumped together; parks should have a higher 

threshold for the additional sign area allowance – they should be zoned S-3A to be 
eligible (and not be eligible for private property with a public access easement, because 
in that case they do not necessarily function as parks and are not programmed by DPR 
staff.   

 A very small plaza is appropriate for additional sign area, whereas a park may not be.  
Would not want to see public park or plaza defined in the Zoning Ordinance.  Consider 
thinking about parks as S-3A properties or as green space; as opposed to urban plazas.   

 Did staff consider a list of findings that could be applicable to both plaza and park space 
to determine eligibility? 

 Make sure language is clear about what is/is not eligible – examples: 
o Recent site plan with open space/grass/cemetery – what if this space was in front 

of a retail space instead of a church – how might the sign regulations apply? 
o “Frontage” versus “facing”:  How would this apply to a configuration such as 

Market Common, where there is a private street between the plaza and the 
retail? 

 Consider using a word other than park or plaza 
o “open space” 
o “urban plaza” which is a plaza that abuts a commercial area  

 
Comments from community members  

 There are other obstacles to retailers located behind plazas, such as sign placement, 
trees and sign types (e.g. no freestanding signs allowed). 
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 The Ordinance is not clear regarding how one gets a comprehensive sign plan and 
whether comprehensive sign plans are administratively approved.  How would the 
proposed amendments apply to an old comprehensive sign plan?   

 Look at park/plaza as broadly as possible because when language gets interpreted by 
zoning, sometimes it does not work out.  For example, 18th street in Rosslyn did not get 
sign area under the current provisions because it is not a park, not a plaza, not a street; 
18th Street in Rosslyn is shown only as a future street in the MTP.   

 Several comments requesting that retail equivalents are captured as retail with respect 
to sign area  

 Public access easement for open space may be overly restrictive because many older site 
plans do not have easements; if this is about making retail successful, then it does not 
matter if there is a public access easement  

 Request for amendments to allow other sign types than those currently allowed  
 Consider use of “fronting” vs “facing” with regard to circulating drive aisles and be clear 

about how regulations would be applied 
 Want sign regulations that support a retail environment  
 When facing a plaza there are additional problems that are not solved by having 

additional sign area; having freestanding signs would be helpful 
 Why not allow additional sign area for second-story tenants with no exterior entrance?  

 
The ZOCO Chair summarized comments from ZOCO and community members as follows: 

 More clear definition of park or plaza should be developed, but development community 
cautioned to define broadly, so as not to be unduly restrictive; may or may not make 
sense to use a public access easement as an eligibility criteria.  

 The group was not in favor of developing a minimum size for eligibility, but it was 
suggested that findings be considered  

 Consider retail equivalents and make sure they are captured 
 Be clear with 18th street in particular. 
 Why require an exterior entrance for retail on the second story, or anywhere else.   
 Consider how drive aisles are addressed between buildings and plazas  
 Clarifying question about the comprehensive sign plan approval process 

  
  


